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The anarchy principle leading to the see-saw ensemble is studied analytically with the usual
tools of random matrix theory. The probability density function for the see-saw ensemble of
N × N matrices is obtained in terms of a multidimensional integral. This integral involves all
light neutrino masses, leading to a complicated probability density function. It is shown that the
probability density function for the neutrino mixing angles and phases is the appropriate Haar
measure. The decoupling of the light neutrino masses and neutrino mixings implies no correlation
between the neutrino mass eigenstates and the neutrino mixing matrix and leads to a loss of
predictive power when comparing with observations. This decoupling is in agreement with some
of the claims found in the literature.
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1. Introduction
The Standard Model (SM) is the pinnacle of our understanding of particle physics. It however
comes with a plethora of parameters, the masses and the flavor mixings, that are seemingly
not fixed by any known fundamental principle. On one hand, the spectrum of quarks spans
five orders of magnitude and the quark mixing matrix exhibits some form of flavor hierarchy.
On the other hand, the spectrum of charged leptons spans four orders of magnitude while the
neutrinos are strictly massless, hence the lepton mixing matrix is trivial. Observations of neutrino
oscillations [1] however cannot be accommodated in the SM and this suggests to extend the SM
to allow for neutrino masses and neutrino mixings. Experimental data show that the neutrino
sector prefers three massive light neutrinos with different masses and a neutrino mixing matrix
exhibiting near-maximal mixing.
To make sense of the neutrino sector, it was argued in [2,3] that the light neutrino mass matrix
could be generated randomly from a more fundamental Dirac neutrino mass matrix and a more
fundamental Majorana neutrino mass matrix with random elements distributed according to a
Gaussian ensemble, a principle dubbed the anarchy principle. These more fundamental neutrino
mass matrices would come from the extended SM where the see-saw mechanism occurs. In [3], it
was argued that the probability density function (pdf) for the mixing angles and phases is the
appropriate Haar measure of the symmetry group, implying near-maximal mixings. Then, the
anarchy principle was analysed mostly numerically in a series of papers [4–6], reaching interesting
conclusions, for example about the preferred normal hierarchy of the neutrino masses.
Although several numerical results have been obtained, few analytical results on the see-saw
ensemble, which is derived from the anarchy principle, exist. That it is the case even though
random matrix theory is a well-studied subject in mathematics [7–9] is surprising. It is therefore
clear that a thorough analytical investigation of the see-saw ensemble is possible.
This paper undertakes this task by investigating analytically the see-saw ensemble derived
from the anarchy principle with the help of the usual tools of random matrix theory. The see-saw
ensemble pdf is obtained from N ×N fundamental Dirac and Majorana neutrino mass matrices
with real or complex elements. The result is given in terms of a specific multidimensional integral.
The joint pdf for the singular (eigen) values in the complex (real) case is then derived and it is
shown that the group variables decouple straightforwardly as in the usual Gaussian ensembles.
Simple properties of the see-saw ensemble pdf are also presented and their implications for the
physical case of N = 3 are briefly discussed. The full investigation of the see-saw ensemble for the
physical case of interest, SM neutrino physics with N = 3, will be discussed elsewhere [10].
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 quickly reviews the type I see-saw mechanism.
In section 3 the pdf for the see-saw ensemble is obtained from the pdfs related to the Dirac and
Majorana neutrino mass matrices. Section 4 gives the general properties of the see-saw ensemble
from the pdf obtained previously. A discussion, including a comparison with the existing literature,
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and a conclusion are presented in section 5. Finally, appendices A and B derive explicitly some
useful results.
2. Type I See-Saw Mechanism
This section reviews the type I see-saw mechanism [11].
2.1. Type I See-Saw Mechanism
In the SM, neutrinos, which are part of the doublets Li where i denotes one of the three families,
are massless. To account for the oscillations observed experimentally, the type I see-saw mechanism
postulates the existence of three singlet fermions N i (left-handed Weyl spinors) that play the role
of the “missing” right-handed neutrinos σ2N i∗. In terms of the SM Lagrangian, the type I theory
is described by
L = LSM + N¯ iiσ¯µ∂µN i −
(
1
2MR,ijN
iN j + yD,ijL
iHN j + h.c.
)
, (2.1)
where H is the Higgs doublet and the allowed terms correspond to right-handed neutrino masses
M ijR and Yukawa interactions y
ij
D. From (2.1) the (ν N) neutrino mass matrix is given by
MνN =
(
0 MD
MTD MR
)
, (2.2)
where MD = yDv/
√
2 is the Dirac neutrino mass matrix and v is the Higgs vacuum expectation
value, i.e. 〈H〉 = 1√
2
(0 v)T .
The right-handed neutrino mass scale could naturally be much larger than the Dirac neutrino
mass scale since the former is an (a priori arbitrary) energy scale while the latter originates from
a Yukawa coupling, hence (2.2) implies that the light neutrino mass matrix is
Mν = −MDM−1R MTD. (2.3)
The (symmetric) neutrino mass matrix (2.3) is the starting point to compute the see-saw ensemble
pdf from the pdfs for the Dirac and Majorana neutrino mass matrices MD and MR, as described
in the next section.
3. Definition of the See-Saw Ensemble
In this section we obtain the pdf for the type I see-saw ensemble from the pdfs associated to
the Dirac and Majorana neutrino mass matrices. To be as general as possible, the fundamental
neutrino mass matrices are taken to be N ×N instead of 3× 3.
2
3.1. Dirac and Majorana Ensembles
Following the principle of anarchy [3, 6], where elements of the fundamental matrices MD and
MR are random, the pdfs for the Dirac and Majorana neutrino mass matrices are Gaussian and
defined as
PD(MD)dMD =
(
1
2piΛ2D
)βN2/2
exp
[
−tr(M
†
DMD)
2Λ2D
]
dMD,
PR(MR)dMR =
(
1
piΛ2R
)βN(N−1)/4( 1
2piΛ2R
)βN/2
exp
[
−tr(M
†
RMR)
2Λ2R
]
dMR,
(3.1)
where β = 1 corresponds to real matrix elements and β = 2 corresponds to complex matrix
elements. The difference between the two pdfs comes from the fact that MR is symmetric while
MD is not. The pdfs (3.1) are properly normalized with respective standard deviations ΛD and
ΛR (for the diagonal elements only, the off-diagonal elements have standard deviations ΛR/
√
2).
Before proceeding, it is convenient to re-express the pdfs in terms of the dimensionless variables
MˆD = MD/(
√
2ΛD) and MˆR = MR/(
√
2ΛR). Hence the pdfs (3.1) become
PD(MˆD)dMˆD = C˜
β
DNe
−tr(Mˆ†DMˆD)dMˆD,
PR(MˆR)dMˆR = C˜
β
RNe
−tr(Mˆ†RMˆR)dMˆR,
(3.2)
where the normalization constants are
C˜βDN =
1
piβN2/2
and C˜βRN =
2βN(N−1)/4
piβN(N+1)/4
. (3.3)
By the singular (eigen) value decomposition theorem, both matrices can be diagonalized with
non-negative (real) elements as MˆD = ULDDU
†
R and MˆR = UDRU
T where the U -matrices are
unitary (orthogonal) for β = 2 (β = 1). In terms of the singular values and the remaining variables,
the measure for the Dirac neutrino mass matrix can be simplified to
dMˆD = c
β
AN
∏
1≤i<j≤N
|mˆ2D,i − mˆ2D,j |β
∏
1≤i≤N
mˆβ−1D,i dmˆD,iU
†
LRdULR, (3.4)
where the measure dMˆ ′D = dMˆD is invariant under a transformation Mˆ
′
D = ULMˆDU
†
R and U
†
LRdULR
is the appropriate group (Haar) measure. Moreover, the measure for the right-handed neutrino
mass matrix, which is invariant under Mˆ ′R = UMˆRU
T , i.e. dMˆ ′R = dMˆR, can be written as
dMˆR = c
β
SN
∏
1≤i<j≤N
|mˆβR,i − mˆβR,j |
∏
1≤i≤N
|mˆR,i|β−1dmˆR,iU †dU, (3.5)
where U †dU is again the appropriate group (Haar) measure. The proofs of (3.4) and (3.5) are
given in appendix A. The normalization constants for arbitrary and symmetric matrices cβAN
and cβSN can also be found in the appendix and are given by (A.9) and (A.5) respectively. The
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absolute value is not necessary for the Dirac matrix because all singular values are non-negative.
On the other hand, the absolute value is absolutely necessary for the real Majorana matrix (β = 1)
because the decomposition in this case is an eigenvalue decomposition where all eigenvalues can
also be negative. In the following, the expression “singular values” will be used for both singular
values and eigenvalues.
Since PD(MˆD) and PR(MˆR) depend only on the singular values, it is easy to write the joint
pdfs for the singular values,
PD(mˆD)dmˆD = C
β
DN
∏
1≤i<j≤N
|mˆ2D,i − mˆ2D,j |β
∏
1≤i≤N
mˆβ−1D,i e
−mˆ2D,idmˆD,i,
PR(mˆR)dmˆR = C
β
RN
∏
1≤i<j≤N
|mˆβR,i − mˆβR,j |
∏
1≤i≤N
|mˆR,i|β−1e−mˆ
2
R,idmˆR,i,
(3.6)
where the normalization constants are
CβDN = C˜
β
DNc
β
AN
∫
U †LRdULR = C˜
β
DNc
β
AN
[Vol(VβN )]2
(2pi)(β−1)N
=
2NpiN(1−β/2)
N !
∏
1≤i≤N
1
[Γ(βi/2)]2
,
CβRN = C˜
β
RNc
β
SN
∫
U †dU = C˜βRNc
β
SNVol(VβN ) =
2N [β(N+3)−4]/4
N !
∏
1≤i≤N
1
Γ(βi/2)
.
(3.7)
The volume of the Stiefel manifold VβN,N ≡ VβN is given in (A.1) [12]. Note that the normalization
constants can also be obtained from well-known Selberg-like integrals [7]. For example, one has
CβDN = 2
N
∏
1≤i≤N
Γ(β/2 + 1)
Γ(βi/2 + 1)Γ(βi/2)
,
for the Dirac case. This identity can be obtained by exploiting the properties of the function Γ(x).
3.2. Jacobian
In terms of the dimensionless Dirac and Majorana neutrino mass matrices MˆD and MˆR, the light
neutrino mass matrix is given by
Mν =
√
2ΛνMˆν = −
√
2Λ2D
ΛR
MˆDMˆ
−1
R Mˆ
T
D,
where Mˆν is the dimensionless light neutrino mass matrix and Λν = Λ
2
D/ΛR is the light neutrino
mass scale. Hence Mˆν = −MˆDMˆ−1R MˆTD. To determine the pdf for Mˆν from the pdfs of MˆD and
MˆR, it is necessary to compute the norm of the determinant of the Jacobian matrix corresponding
to the appropriate change of variables. Since MˆR and Mˆν have the same number of independent
parameters, this computation simplifies greatly when the change of variables is chosen from
(MˆD, MˆR) to (MˆD, Mˆν). Thus the Jacobian matrix J
β is given schematically by
Jβ =
[
∂MˆR
∂Mˆν
]
= −
[
∂(MˆTDMˆ
−1
ν MˆD)
∂Mˆν
]
. (3.8)
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This Jacobian can be easily obtained with the help of the wedge product technique [8]. Indeed,
since for a symmetric matrix X = CY CT where C is a constant non-singular matrix, the measure
satisfies dX = CdY CT and the wedge product leads to
(dX) ≡
∧
1≤i≤j≤N
dXij = (CdY C
T ) = p(C)(dY ),
where p(C) is a polynomial in C. Using C = C2C1, one obtains that p(C2C1) = p(C1)p(C2). The
only function satisfying this condition is a positive power of the determinant, hence p(C) = (detC)k
with k ≥ 0. To obtain k, it suffices to choose a simple matrix, for example C = diag(c, 1, · · · , 1)
for which
X =

c2y11 cy12 · · · cy1n
cy12 y22 · · · y2n
...
...
. . .
...
cy1n y2n · · · ynn
 .
Therefore, the wedge product for a real matrix leads to
(dX) = (CdY CT ) ≡
∧
1≤i≤j≤N
(CdY CT )ij = c
N+1
∧
1≤i≤j≤N
dYij = c
N+1(dY ),
while for a complex matrix the result becomes
(dX) = (CdY CT ) ≡
∧
1≤i≤j≤N
Re(CdY CT )ij ∧ Im(CdY CT )ij = c2(N+1)
∧
1≤i≤j≤N
dReYij ∧ dImYij = c2(N+1)(dY ).
Thus one concludes that the measure satisfies
dX = |detC|β(N+1)dY, (3.9)
i.e. the positive power is k = β(N + 1).
It is now straightforward to obtain the Jacobian of interest. Indeed, using (3.9) one has
dMˆR = −MˆTDdMˆ−1ν MˆD = MˆTDMˆ−1ν dMˆνMˆ−1ν MˆD = |det(Mˆ−1ν MˆD)|β(N+1)dMˆν
where the identity dMˆ−1ν = −Mˆ−1ν dMˆνMˆ−1ν was used.
Finally, the full measure is simply
dMˆDdMˆR =
∣∣∣∣∣det MˆDdet Mˆν
∣∣∣∣∣
β(N+1)
dMˆDdMˆν . (3.10)
It is now straightforward to verify that the measure dMˆν is invariant under every transformation
Mˆν → Mˆ ′ν = UνMˆνUTν where Uν ∈ {O(N), U(N)} for β = {1, 2} respectively. Indeed, since
dMˆ ′D = dMˆD and dMˆ
′
R = dMˆR for Mˆ
′
D = ULMˆDU
†
R and Mˆ
′
R = UMˆRU
T respectively, one obtains
0 = dMˆ ′DdMˆ
′
R − dMˆDdMˆR =
∣∣∣∣∣det Mˆ ′Ddet Mˆ ′ν
∣∣∣∣∣
β(N+1)
dMˆ ′DdMˆ
′
ν −
∣∣∣∣∣det MˆDdet Mˆν
∣∣∣∣∣
β(N+1)
dMˆDdMˆν
=
∣∣∣∣∣det MˆDdet Mˆν
∣∣∣∣∣
β(N+1)
dMˆD(dMˆ
′
ν − dMˆν),
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with Mˆ ′ν = −Mˆ ′DMˆ ′−1R Mˆ ′TD = ULMˆνUTL and U = U∗R. Therefore, the measure dMˆ ′ν = dMˆν for
every transformation in the appropriate group as stated above. Hence dMˆν can be written in
terms of its singular values in exactly the same way as dMˆR in (3.5).
3.3. Probability Density Function
Now that the norm of the determinant of the Jacobian matrix (3.8) has been found, it is simple to
determine the pdf Pν(Mˆν)dMˆν . Indeed, with the help of the change of variables from (MˆD, MˆR)
to (MˆD, Mˆν), the pdf is calculated from PD(MˆD)PR(MˆR)dMˆDdMˆR = PDν(MˆD, Mˆν)dMˆDdMˆν and
the measure (3.10), which leads to
PDν(MˆD, Mˆν)dMˆDdMˆν = PD(MˆD)PR(−MˆTDMˆ−1ν MˆD)|det Jβ|dMˆDdMˆν . (3.11)
The pdf Pν(Mˆν)dMˆν is obtained from (3.11) after marginalizing over the variables MˆD, which
gives
Pν(Mˆν)dMˆν = C˜
β
νN
∫ e−tr(Mˆ†DMˆD)−tr(Mˆ†DMˆ−†ν Mˆ∗DMˆTDMˆ−1ν MˆD) ∣∣∣∣∣det MˆDdet Mˆν
∣∣∣∣∣
β(N+1)
dMˆD
 dMˆν , (3.12)
where (3.3) give the normalization constant as
C˜βνN = C˜
β
DN C˜
β
RN =
2βN(N−1)/4
piβN(3N+1)/4
. (3.13)
In terms of the light neutrino mass matrix singular values mˆν,i and group variables Uν , the
neutrino pdf (3.12) becomes
Pν(mˆν)dmˆν
U†νdUν
Vol(VβN )
=
[∫
PD(MˆD)PR(−Mˆ ′TD D−1ν Mˆ ′D)|det J ′β |dMˆD
]
× cβSN
∏
1≤i<j≤N
|mˆβν,i − mˆβν,j |
∏
1≤i≤N
|mˆν,i|β−1dmˆν,i U
†
νdUν
Vol(VβN )
= CβνNI
β
N (mˆν,1, · · · , mˆν,N )
∏
1≤i<j≤N
|mˆβν,i − mˆβν,j |
∏
1≤i≤N
|mˆν,i|−(βN+1)dmˆν,i U
†
νdUν
Vol(VβN )
,
(3.14)
where the normalization constant is obtained from (3.13) and is given by
CβνN =
C˜βνNc
β
SNc
β
AN
2N
[Vol(VβN )]3
(2pi)(β−1)N
=
2N [β(N+3)−4]/4
N !
∏
1≤i≤N
Γ(β/2 + 1)
Γ(βi/2 + 1)[Γ(βi/2)]2
, (3.15)
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while the remaining function is
IβN (t1, · · · , tN ) =
2N
Vol(VβN )
∫
UL,UR∈VβN
∫ ∞
0
e−
∑
1≤i,j≤N |
∑
1≤k≤N t
−1
k (UL)ki(UL)kj |2mˆ2D,imˆ2D,j
×
∏
1≤i<j≤N
|mˆ2D,i − mˆ2D,j |β
∏
1≤i≤N
e−mˆ
2
D,i |mˆD,i|β(N+2)−1dmˆD,i (U
†
LdUL)
′(U†RdUR)
′
Vol(VβN )/(2pi)(β−1)N
=
∫
U∈VβN
∫ ∞
0
∏
1≤i<j≤N
|xi − xj |βe−2|
∑
1≤k≤N t
−1
k UkiUkj |2xixj
×
∏
1≤i≤N
x
β(N+2)/2−1
i e
−xi(1+|
∑
1≤j≤N t
−1
j U
2
ji|2xi)dxi
(U†dU)′
Vol(VβN )/(2pi)(β−1)N
.
(3.16)
In deriving (3.14), the change of variables Mˆν = UνDνU
T
ν where Dν = diag(mˆν,1, · · · , mˆν,N ) was
used. The invariance of the measure dMˆD under the appropriate transformations was also necessary.
To rewrite the function IβN , the Dirac neutrino mass matrix elements was expressed in terms
of its singular values and its group variables. The group variables for UR were integrated over
straightforwardly while the group variables for UL (minus the phases, hence the prime) remain due
to their complicated coupling with the singular values. Finally, the change of variables xi = mˆ
2
D,i
and UL = U were done to simplify the integral I
β
N .
Note that integration over the light neutrino group variables Uν in (3.14) is straightforward,
as in (3.6), leading to
Pν(mˆν)dmˆν = C
β
νNI
β
N (mˆν,1, · · · , mˆν,N )
∏
1≤i<j≤N
|mˆβν,i − mˆβν,j |
∏
1≤i≤N
|mˆν,i|−(βN+1)dmˆν,i, (3.17)
for the singular value pdf, with the normalization constant (3.15). From (3.14), the pdf for the
group variables Uν is thus uniquely determined by the appropriate group (Haar) measure (minus
the phases). This behavior is problematic since there must be a correlation between the neutrino
masses (i.e. the singular values of Mˆν) and the neutrino mass eigenstates (i.e. the singular vectors
of Mˆν which are given by the columns of the neutrino mixing matrix Uν). For example, the
mostly-electronic neutrino must be the lightest (normal hierarchy) or the second lightest (inverted
hierarchy). This simple observation has important consequences in the analysis of the physical
case appropriate for the SM.
For general N , the function (3.16) makes the analysis of the see-saw ensemble pdf (3.17) quite
intricate since it is not only a random matrix theory pdf, it is a random matrix theory pdf that
cannot be written as an analytic function (apart for the N = 1 case, to the best of our knowledge).
For real matrices, none of the group variables in (3.16) can be straightforwardly integrated.
For complex matrices however, the integration over group variables does not include some of
the phases, hence the prime as explained in appendix A. This can also be seen by using an
adequate parametrization of the matrix U in (3.16). Indeed, following in part [13], it is possible
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to parametrize any N ×N unitary matrix as
U =
∏
1≤j<k≤N
exp(iφjkPk) exp(iθjkΣjk)
∏
1≤j≤N
exp(iϕjPj),
where the matrices Pj and Σjk are given by
Pj,ik = δjiδjk, Σjk,i` = −iδjiδk` + iδj`δki,
and the range of the N2 mixing angles θjk and phases φjk and ϕj are
θjk ∈ [0, pi/2), φjk ∈ [0, 2pi), ϕj ∈ [0, 2pi).
With this parametrization it is clear that the integrand in (3.16) is independent of the N phases
ϕj , explaining why they are not integrated over in (3.16).
4. Properties of the See-Saw Ensemble
This section discusses the general properties of the see-saw ensemble pdf (3.17). The asymptotic
behaviors at mˆν,i → 0 and mˆν,i →∞ are investigated. Moreover, the N = 1 case as well as the
large N case are studied analytically.
4.1. Asymptotic Behaviors
First, being a pdf, (3.17) implies the following identity for β = 1 or β = 2,∫ ∞
mˆν,min
IβN (mˆν,1, · · · , mˆν,N )
∏
1≤i<j≤N
|mˆβν,i − mˆβν,j |
∏
1≤i≤N
|mˆν,i|−(βN+1)dmˆν,i = 1
CβνN
,
where mˆν,min = −∞ for β = 1 (eigenvalues) and mˆν,min = 0 for β = 2 (singular values).
The pdf (3.17) is difficult to study analytically for general N since the function (3.16) is hard
to evaluate generally. It is nevertheless possible to investigate the asymptotic behaviors of the pdf
(3.17) for general N as follows.
First, as mˆν,i → ±∞ for a fixed i, one has
Pν(mˆν) = k∞|mˆν,i|β(N−1)−(βN+1)
[
1 +O(|mˆν,i|−1)
]
= k∞|mˆν,i|−(β+1)
[
1 +O(|mˆν,i|−1)
]
.
Therefore, as long as the asymptotic expansion converges uniformly, the average singular value
(and all moments greater than 1) is not well-defined for β = 1 while the standard deviation (and
all moments greater than 2) is not well-defined for β = 2. Here the constant k∞ depends on the
other singular values and on N and is thus difficult to calculate analytically.
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The limiting behavior at mˆν,i → 0 is obtained from the function IβN . From (3.16) and the
rescaling xj = |mˆν,i|yj , one gets
IβN (mˆν,1, · · · , mˆν,N ) ∼ |mˆν,i|βN(2N+1)/2
∫
U∈VβN
∫ ∞
0
∏
1≤j<k≤N
|yj − yk|βe−2mˆ
2
ν,i|
∑
1≤`≤N mˆ
−1
ν,`U`jU`k|2yjyk
×
∏
1≤j≤N
y
β(N+2)/2−1
j e
−|mˆν,i|yj(1+|mˆν,i||
∑
1≤k≤N mˆ
−1
ν,kU
2
kj |2yj)dyj(U †dU)′,
and that implies that for mˆν,i → 0, the pdf behaves as
Pν(mˆν) = k0|mˆν,i|βN(2N−1)/2−1 [1 +O(|mˆν,i|)] .
Therefore the pdf vanishes at mˆν,i = 0 unless N = 1. Again the constant k0 is a function of the
remaining singular values and N that is hard to evaluate exactly.
With the help of both asymptotic behaviors, it is straightforward to conclude that the most
probable singular value is a finite number different than zero, unless N = 1. In other words, for
N ≥ 2 the see-saw ensemble prefers the lightest neutrino to be massive.
4.2. The N = 1 case
For now, the only analytic case with finite N corresponds to N = 1, for which the joint pdf is
given by
Pν(mˆν)dmˆν =
pi1−β/2
2β/2+1
Γ(3β/2)
[Γ(β/2)]3
|mˆν |(β−2)/2U(3β/4, 1/2, mˆ2ν/4), (4.1)
where U(a, b, z) is the confluent hypergeometric function of the second kind. The joint pdf (4.1)
can be obtained analytically because the function (3.16) is simple in the N = 1 case. The plot of
(4.1) is shown in figure 1 along with numerical results. The agreement between the two approaches
is clear.
Figure 1 shows that the most probable value for the singular value is mˆν = 0. This is easily
verified by looking at ∂Pν(mˆν)/∂mˆν which is always negative (positive) for positive (negative) mˆν .
Moreover, for β = 2, the pdf of the light neutrino phase is the Haar measure which is flat and
therefore uninteresting. Also, from the limiting behaviors, which can be obtained directly from
U(3β/4, 1/2, z) =
{
z−3β/4
[
1 +O(z−1)] for z →∞
pi1/2
Γ[(3β+2)/4]
[
1 +O(z1/2)] for z → 0 ,
none of the moments exist except for the average value of the singular value for β = 2. A simple
computation using the following Mellin transforms,∫ ∞
0
zλ−1U(a, b, z)dz =
Γ(λ)Γ(a− λ)Γ(λ− b+ 1)
Γ(a)Γ(a− b+ 1) for max(b− 1, 0) < λ < a,
shows it is given by 〈mˆν〉β=2N=1 =
√
pi. Since (4.1) is an even function of mˆν , one can nevertheless
formally define the average value for β = 1, and it is 〈mˆν〉β=1N=1 = 0. These observations agree with
the general analysis of section 4.1.
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Fig. 1: Probability density function for the see-saw ensemble with N = 1. The red curve
corresponds to the analytic result while the histogram corresponds to numerical results (with
5× 104 dimensionless light neutrino mass matrices generated). The left panel shows matrices with
real elements (β = 1) while the right panel shows matrices with complex elements (β = 2).
4.3. The large N case
For usual Gaussian ensembles, both the N = 1 pdfs and the level densities at large N are simple.
Indeed, for the usual Gaussian random matrix theory, one can show the celebrated Wigner’s
semicircle law using the moment method or the resolvent method. It is therefore plausible that
the level density at large N for the see-saw ensemble is also a simple analytic function. Moreover,
from the 1/N expansion, the large N case could shed some light on the physical case of N = 3
neutrinos, as occurs for example with quantum chromodynamics. It is however impossible here to
use the moment method or the resolvent method since both methods rely on the computation of
the moments and most moments do not exist for the see-saw ensemble, as argued above.
Another option is to translate the problem to a Coulomb-like gas and take the thermodynamic
limit, which effectively corresponds to the limit N →∞. To do so, the singular value pdf (3.17)
is re-expressed as a thermal system e−H
β
νN where the temperature is fixed. In this picture, the
Hamiltonian for the see-saw ensemble is obtained from (3.17) and is given by
HβνN = −
∑
1≤i<j≤N
ln |xβi − xβj |+ (βN + 1)
∑
1≤i≤N
ln |xi| − ln IβN (x1, · · · , xN ), (4.2)
where the positions of the N charged particles are given by xi. It is important to note that
the Hamiltonian (4.2) corresponds to a Coulomb gas only for β = 1. Indeed, the characteristic
logarithmic two-dimensional Coulomb potential occurs only for β = 1.
The thermodynamic limit is computable with the help of the level density of singular values
ρβνN (x), which is defined as the following correlation function,
ρβνN (x) = N
∫
Pν(x, mˆν,2, · · · , mˆν,N )
∏
2≤i≤N
dmˆν,i,
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such that
∫
ρβνN (x)dx = N the number of charged particles. Assuming the distance between
charged particles decreases as N tends to infinity, the Hamiltonian (4.2) in the large N limit can
be approximated by a continuum of singular values with Hamiltonian,
HβνN = −
1
2
∫
dxdy ρβνN (x)ρ
β
νN (y) ln |xβ − yβ|+
∫
dx ρβνN (x)V
β
νN ,
V βνN = (βN + 1) ln |x|+ · · · ,
(4.3)
where the ellipses represents the contribution from the integral IβN to the potential V
β
νN . Extremizing
the Hamiltonian (4.3) with respect to the level density of singular values subject to the constraint∫
ρβνN (x)dx = N leads to an equation for the level density of singular values which can usually
be solved analytically. This is done in appendix B for real and complex arbitrary matrices as
well as real and complex symmetric matrices with Gaussian ensembles. This is however not
the case here due to the complexity of the integral IβN . Indeed, for usual Gaussian ensembles,
the potential V βN ∝ x2 depends only on one variable and extremization of the Hamiltonian is
straightforward (see appendix B). For the see-saw ensemble however, the potential V βνN is a
complicated integral function of several variables, thus extremizing the Hamiltonian is not so
simple. Moreover, since e−1/x2 does not have an expansion around x = 0, it is not possible to
compute the first contributions to the potential from the integral IβN .
To proceed, it is proposed to approximate the problem by computing the level densities in
the thermodynamic limit for both the Dirac and Majorana neutrino mass matrices first, and
then marginalizing to get the level density of singular values for the see-saw ensemble. Since
interchanging the order of the steps gets rid of all complications related to the group variables, this
technique can at best give an approximation to the true level density of singular values. Although
a comparison between the analytical approximation obtained with this technique and numerical
results shows that the approximation is quite good, it will be argued that the results are wrong.
The level densities for the Dirac (arbitrary) and Majorana (symmetric) matrices are given in
(B.5). Following the same procedure as in section 3.3 and marginalizing with the approximation
xˆR = xˆ
2
D/xˆ where xˆ ≡ xˆν , which is the analog of MˆR = −MˆTDMˆ−1ν MˆD, gives
ρˆβνN (xˆ) =
∫
dxˆD ρˆD(xˆD)ρˆR(xˆ
2
D/xˆ)|det Jˆ |.
Here the normalized quantities xˆ = x/
√
N and ρˆ(xˆ) = ρ(x)/
√
N are introduced in appendix B.
Moreover, the change of variables leads to the Jacobian |det Jˆ | = xˆ2D/xˆ2. The solution to the
marginalization procedure of the two level densities is given by
ρˆβνN (xˆ) =

β3/4
10pi5/2|xˆ|1/2
[
Γ
(−14)2 3F2 (−14 , 14 , 34 ; 12 , 94 ; xˆ24β)
−1021 |xˆ|2β1/2Γ
(
1
4
)2
3F2
(
1
4 ,
3
4 ,
5
4 ;
3
2 ,
11
4 ;
xˆ2
4β
)]
for |xˆ| < 2√β
β3/2
pixˆ2 3
F2
(
−12 , 34 , 54 ; 32 , 2; 4βxˆ2
)
for |xˆ| ≥ 2√β
. (4.4)
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Fig. 2: Level density at large N for the see-saw ensemble. The red curve corresponds to the
approximated analytic result while the histogram corresponds to numerical results (with 103
singular values generated from 50× 50 matrices). The left panel shows matrices with real elements
(β = 1) while the right panel shows matrices with complex elements (β = 2). Although the fits
seem good, the approximated analytic result for β = 2 is without a doubt not correct.
The continuity at xˆ = 2
√
β and the normalization
∫
dxˆ ρˆβνN (xˆ) = 1 of the level density (4.4) can
be verified exactly by using generalizations of the Gauss’s identity 2F1(a, b; c; 1) =
Γ(c)Γ(c−a−b)
Γ(c−a)Γ(c−b)
for c − a − b > 0. The level density for the see-saw ensemble (4.4) is shown in figure 2 with a
comparison to numerical results. The behaviors of the level density around zero and infinity (more
precisely |xˆ| & 2) match the numerical results quite well while the intermediate regime is not as
good. The agreement is nonetheless satisfying considering the approximations made.
The limiting behaviors at xˆ→ 0 and xˆ→ ±∞ are
ρˆβνN (xˆ) =

β3/4Γ(− 14)
2
10pi5/2|xˆ|1/2 for |xˆ| → 0
β3/2
pixˆ2
for |xˆ| → ∞
,
and they imply that none of the moments exist although the level density is integrable. This is
consistent with the results obtained in section 4.1 from the full pdf for β = 1 but not for β = 2. It
is therefore expected that the match between the approximated level density (4.4) and numerical
results is better for β = 1 compared to β = 2. Although both the real and complex cases seem to
agree with the numerical results as seen in figure 2, it is clear from the difference in the moments
that the level density at large N (4.4) is wrong for β = 2. The error originates from all the
simplifications made, most likely from the Jacobian of the transformation. Indeed, the expected
β-dependence of the Jacobian, as in (3.10), does not occur due to the approximations, making the
analogy with the full pdf possibly correct only for β = 1. Hence computing the level densities at
large N for the Dirac and Majorana neutrino mass matrices and then marginalizing to obtain the
level density at large N for the see-saw ensemble do not commute for β = 2.
Furthermore, contrary to usual level densities, the level density for the see-saw ensemble does
not have compact support due to the inverse Majorana neutrino mass matrix that appears in the
12
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Fig. 3: Comparison between the probability density function at N = 1 and the level density at
large N for the see-saw ensemble. The red curve corresponds to probability density function, the
black curve corresponds to the approximated analytic result while the histogram corresponds to
the same numerical results as in figure 2. The left panel shows matrices with real elements (β = 1)
while the right panel shows matrices with complex elements (β = 2).
marginalization. Hence there are arbitrarily large singular values, although the level density and
the mean level spacing, given by 1/ρˆβνN (xˆ), show that large singular values are rare and far apart
from each other.
Finally, apart from the fact that the approximated analytic level density seems wrong, it seems
ill-advised to work back and compute the potential for the see-saw ensemble from the level density
since it is already known that V βνN depends on more than one variable.
4.4. Comparison between N = 1 and large N
Before concluding, it is interesting to compare the results for N = 1 and large N . Indeed,
although those regimes are as far apart as possible, by definition the pdf for N = 1 is the N = 1
(normalized) level density. Hence, (4.1) can be compared directly with (4.4), allowing a qualitative
understanding of the dependence on N . Moreover, this comparison will help show that the analysis
of the previous section is most likely wrong even for β = 1.
In the usual Gaussian ensemble, the comparison is between a Gaussian distribution for the pdf
and Wigner’s semicircle distribution for the level density at large N . It is clear that the agreement
between the two functions is poor. Nevertheless, comparing qualitatively the distributions shows
quite strikingly that the support of the normalized level density changes from being non-compact
at N = 1 to being compact at large N .
For the see-saw ensemble, it is convenient to discuss the real and complex cases separately.
For the complex case (β = 2), it is already known that the approximated analytic level density
at large N is not correct, hence it is only possible to compare the analytic pdf (4.1) with the
numerical results in figure 2 at large N . The comparison as shown in the right panel of figure 3
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demonstrates that the pdf at N = 1 agrees well with the level density at large N for xˆ & 2 only.
This shows qualitatively that the first moment of the level density at large N exists, as expected.
Moreover, it is clear that as N increases, the number of normalized singular values around zero
changes from a constant for N = 1 to possibly become infinite at large N . Finally, as already
mentioned, the support stays non-compact even as N →∞.
The real case (β = 1) is more interesting. Since the approximated analytic level density at
large N is consistent with the moments and the numerical results, it is possible to compare the
analytic results of (4.1) and (4.4) as well as the numerical results of figure 2, as shown in the left
panel of figure 3. A quick glance at figure 3 is enough to realize that although the pdf at N = 1
and the approximated analytic result for the level density at large N are quite alike, the former is
an even better fit to the numerical results for the level density at large N . Hence the normalized
level density at large N is well approximated by the pdf at N = 1 (4.1)! This observation implies
that the normalized level density does not change much as N increases. It would be interesting to
investigate this behavior in more detail.
In summary, the action of first computing the pdf for the see-saw ensemble from the Dirac and
Majorana neutrino mass matrices and then obtaining the see-saw ensemble level density at large
N is not the same than first obtaining the level densities at large N for the Dirac and Majorana
neutrino mass matrices and then computing the see-saw ensemble level density at N →∞. The
simplifications made by interchanging the order of the steps are too extreme to generate a useful
result. From the numerical analysis, one can nevertheless conclude that ρˆβ=1νN is well approximated
by Pν at N = 1 while ρˆ
β=2
νN (xˆ) most likely behaves as xˆ
−1/2 when xˆ→ 0 and xˆ−3 when xˆ→∞.1
5. Discussion and Conclusion
This paper investigated the see-saw ensemble originating from the anarchy principle with the help
of random matrix theory. The starting assumption was an extended SM with the type I see-saw
mechanism, although the same analysis can be done for the type III see-saw mechanism since the
light neutrino mass matrix is analogous.2 It is shown that the see-saw ensemble joint pdf for the
singular values is a complicated function of the singular values and that it decouples from the
see-saw ensemble joint pdf for the light neutrino mixing angles and phases which is simply given
by the appropriate group (Haar) measure. The fact that the light neutrino mass pdf and the light
neutrino mixing matrix pdf are statistically independent is important when comparing with actual
1The behavior of the pdf around zero suggests that the level density vanishes at zero. If the level density peaks
very close to zero before reaching zero as xˆ decreases, this feature would be lost in the numerical analysis due to the
finite binning.
2Type II see-saw mechanism is trivial since the light neutrino mass matrix would be generated by a Gaussian
ensemble.
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neutrino physics since it restricts the predictive power of the anarchy principle. Its implications
are briefly discussed below.
The asymptotic behavior of the pdf at large mass values suggests that, apart from the average
value for complex matrices, none of the positive moments exist. The N = 1 case, for which
the complicated function simplifies, is studied analytically. The level density at large N is then
approximated but it is shown afterwards that the technique used to reach a simplified analytic
result is most likely wrong. Moreover, the numerical behavior of the level density at large N found
here does not seem to match with the answer found in [5] where an ansatz was used.
Although the physical case of complex 3×3 matrices will be discussed extensively elsewhere [10],
the analysis presented here is sufficient to lay out some physical implications of the see-saw ensemble:
1. The see-saw ensemble prefers three massive light neutrinos, a massless neutrino is forbidden;
2. In the see-saw ensemble, there does not exist a correlation between the light neutrino mass
eigenstates and the mixing angles and phases, which results in a lost of predictive power
when comparing with observations;
3. This lack of correlation implies that the distribution of light neutrino mixing angles and
phases is simply the appropriate Haar measure, as pointed out in [3], and hence near-maximal
mixings observed experimentally are highly probable although the connection with the mass
eigenstates is lost;
4. The absence of a correlation also implies that the spectrum of light neutrino masses can
exhibit the normal hierarchy, the inverted hierarchy or something else (contrary to the
claim of [5]), as the mostly-electronic neutrino could be the heaviest one, in conflict with
observations.
The last two observations can be answered quantitatively with a thorough investigation of the
see-saw ensemble pdf for N = 3 and β = 2, an analysis that will appear in subsequent work [10].
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A. Measures
This appendix re-derives important results on the singular value decompositions of the measures
encountered in the computation of the see-saw pdf. Note that these measures were already discussed
in [3], yet their derivation relied in part on some heuristic arguments that led to conjectures for
matrices of arbitrary dimensions. This appendix presents complete proofs making use of the wedge
product technique.
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A.1. Stiefel Manifold
In constructing the measures from the singular value decomposition theorem, a recurrent quantity
of interest is the volume of Stiefel manifolds [12]. The volume of the Stiefel manifold VβN ≡ VβN,N
is a well-known result and is simply given by
Vol(VβN ) =
∫
U∈VβN
U †dU =
2NpiβN(N+1)/4∏
1≤i≤N Γ(βi/2)
. (A.1)
This quantity helps define the group measures that appear in the singular value decomposition.
A.2. Singular Value Decomposition
With the knowledge of Stiefel volumes, it is now possible to obtain the measures (3.4) and
(3.5) using the power of the wedge product approach. Because of its anticommutativity, the
wedge product approach allows to obtain Jacobians simply. However, since each singular value
decomposition is different [14], in the following each of the four cases (real symmetric, complex
symmetric, real arbitrary and complex arbitrary) are proved independently. Note that overall
minus signs are not important in the wedge product approach since only the absolute value of the
Jacobian is of interest.
A.2.1. Real and Complex Symmetric Matrix
For a real (complex) N × N symmetric (denoted by the subscript S) matrix M , the eigen
(singular) value decomposition theorem states that there exists a real (complex) matrix U satisfying
U †U = 1 such that M = UDUT where D is real diagonal, i.e. D = diag(λ1, · · · , λN ), with
λN > λN−1 > · · · > λ1 and λ1 > 0 (λ1 > −∞). Thus, one has
dM = d(UDUT ) = dUDUT + UdDUT + UDdUT . (A.2)
Multiplying (A.2) by U † on the left and by U∗ on the right leads to
U †dMU∗ = (U †dU)D + dD +D(U †dU)T
= (U †dU)D + dD −D(U †dU)∗
=
{
dλi + λi[(U
†dU)ii − (U †dU)∗ii] for i = j
λj(U
†dU)ij − λi(U †dU)∗ij for i 6= j
,
(A.3)
where the second and last equalities come from U †dU = d(U †U)− dU †U = −(U †dU)†. From (3.9),
the wedge product on the LHS of (A.3) is simply the wedge product of dM , i.e. of its independent
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elements, hence using the wedge product on the RHS for a real symmetric matrix one gets
(dM) ≡
∧
1≤i≤j≤N
dMij
=
∧
1≤i≤N
dλi
∧
1≤i<j≤N
(λj − λi)(U †dU)ij
=
∏
1≤i<j≤N
(λj − λi)
∧
1≤i≤N
dλi
∧
1≤i<j≤N
(U †dU)ij ,
while for a complex symmetric matrix one obtains
(dM) ≡
∧
1≤i≤j≤N
dReMij ∧ dImMij
=
∧
1≤i≤N
dλi ∧ 2λiIm(U †dU)ii
∧
1≤i<j≤N
(λj − λi)Re(U †dU)ij ∧ (λj + λi)Im(U †dU)ij
= 2N
∏
1≤i≤N
λi
∏
1≤i<j≤N
(λ2j − λ2i )
∧
1≤i≤N
dλi
∧
1≤i≤j≤N
(U †dU)ij .
Hence, the measure is
dM = cβSN
∏
1≤i<j≤N
|λβi − λβj |
∏
1≤i≤N
λβ−1i dλiU
†dU, (A.4)
where the normalization constant is
cβSN =
2(β−1)N
2NN !
=
1
2(2−β)NN !
, (A.5)
and the integration region is extended to −∞ < λi <∞ (0 < λi <∞) for all eigen (singular) values
[hence the factor of N ! in the denominator of (A.5)]. The extra factor of 2N in the denominator of
(A.5) accounts for the remaining freedom in the eigen (singular) value decomposition M = UDUT
where U is replaced by US with S = diag(±1, · · · ,±1). This factor implies the integration region
for the group measure is the full region with the Stiefel volume mentioned above.
A.2.2. Real and Complex Arbitrary Matrix
The proof of the measure for an arbitrary (denoted by the subscript A) matrix is mostly equivalent.
For a real (complex) N ×N arbitrary matrix M , the singular value decomposition theorem implies
that there exist real (complex) matrices U and V satisfying U †U = 1 and V †V = 1 such that
M = UDV † where D is real diagonal, i.e. D = diag(λ1, · · · , λN ), with λN > λN−1 > · · · > λ1 > 0.
Therefore, one has
dM = d(UDV †) = dUDV † + UdDV † + UDdV †. (A.6)
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Multiplying (A.2) by U † on the left and by V on the right leads to
U †dMV = (U †dU)D + dD +D(V †dV )†
= (U †dU)D + dD −D(V †dV )
=
{
dλi + λi[(U
†dU)ii − (V †dV )ii] for i = j
λj(U
†dU)ij − λi(V †dV )ij for i 6= j
,
(A.7)
where the last two equalities come from V †dV = d(V †V )− dV †V = −(V †dV )†. Again, the wedge
product on the LHS of (A.7) is simply the wedge product of dM . Hence using the wedge product
on the RHS for a real arbitrary matrix one obtains
(dM) ≡
∧
1≤i,j≤N
dMij
=
∧
1≤i≤N
dλi
∧
1≤i 6=j≤N
[λj(U
†dU)ij − λi(V †dV )ij ]
=
∧
1≤i≤N
dλi
∧
1≤i<j≤N
[λj(U
†dU)ij − λi(V †dV )ij ] ∧ [λj(V †dV )ij − λi(U †dU)ij ]
=
∏
1≤i<j≤N
(λ2j − λ2i )
∧
1≤i≤N
dλi
∧
1≤i<j≤N
(U †dU)ij ∧ (V †dV )ij ,
while for a complex arbitrary matrix one gets
(dM) ≡
∧
1≤i,j≤N
dReMij ∧ dImMij
=
∧
1≤i≤N
dλi ∧ λiIm[(U†dU)ii − (V †dV )ii]
∧
1≤i 6=j≤N
[λjRe(U
†dU)ij − λiRe(V †dV )ij ] ∧ [λjIm(U†dU)ij − λiIm(V †dV )ij ]
=
∧
1≤i≤N
dλi ∧ λiIm[(U†dU)ii − (V †dV )ii]
∧
1≤i<j≤N
[λjRe(U
†dU)ij − λiRe(V †dV )ij ] ∧ [λjRe(V †dV )ij − λiRe(U†dU)ij ]
∧
1≤i<j≤N
[λjIm(U
†dU)ij − λiIm(V †dV )ij ] ∧ [λiIm(U†dU)ij − λjIm(V †dV )ij ]
=
∏
1≤i≤N
λi
∏
1≤i<j≤N
(λ2j − λ2i )2
∧
1≤i≤N
dλi ∧ Im[(U†dU)ii − (V †dV )ii]
∧
1≤i<j≤N
(U†dU)ij ∧ (V †dV )ij .
Therefore, the final measure becomes
dM = cβAN
∏
1≤i<j≤N
|λ2i − λ2j |β
∏
1≤i≤N
λβ−1i dλi(U
†dU)′(V †dV )′, (A.8)
where the normalization constant is
cβAN =
1
2(2−β)NN !
, (A.9)
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and the integration region is over all non-negative singular values, i.e. 0 < λi <∞. Again, this
accounts for the factor of N ! in the denominator of (A.9). The other factor of 2(2−β)N in the
denominator of (A.9) accounts for the remaining freedom in the singular value decomposition
M = UDV † where U and V are replaced respectively by US and V S with S = diag(±1, · · · ,±1).
For a real arbitrary matrix, this factor implies the group measure is integrated over the full region
with the Stiefel volume mentioned above. For a complex arbitrary matrix, the remaining freedom is
already taken care of by the fact that not all diagonal elements of U †dU and V †dV appear in the
measure (A.8) but only the specific combination Im[(U †dU)ii− (V †dV )ii] does. This observation is
denoted by a prime on U †dU and V †dV . Although it is counter-intuitive to have more integration
parameters on the RHS than the LHS of (A.8), it is always possible to introduce the missing
integration variables [for example, Im(U †dU)ii] and compensate by dividing the measure by the
appropriate volume, i.e. (2pi)(β−1)N . This trick allows integrating over the full Stiefel volumes of
both U and V in the complex case also, as in subsection 3.1.
B. Circular Law
In this appendix the different circular laws for Gaussian ensembles are re-derived from the Coulomb
gas approach.
B.1. Level Density
The level density ρ(x) for real (β = 1) and complex (β = 2), symmetric (S) and arbitrary (A),
matrices M with usual Gaussian ensembles for the singular values λi given by
PS(λ)dλ ∝
∏
1≤i<j≤N
|λβi − λβj |
∏
1≤i≤N
|λi|β−1e−λ2i dλi,
PA(λ)dλ ∝
∏
1≤i<j≤N
|λ2i − λ2j |β
∏
1≤i≤N
λβ−1i e
−λ2i dλi,
[compare to (3.6)] can be computed from the associated Coulomb-like gas with Hamiltonians
HS = −1
2
∫
dxdy ρβSN (x)ρ
β
SN (y) ln |xβ − yβ| − (β − 1)
∫
dx ρβSN (x) ln |x|+
∫
dx ρβSN (x)x
2,
HA = −1
2
∫
dxdy ρβAN (x)ρ
β
AN (y) ln |x2 − y2| −
(
1− 1
β
)∫
dx ρβAN (x) ln(x) +
1
β
∫
dx ρβAN (x)x
2.
(B.1)
Extremizing (B.1) with respect to the level density, subject to the normalization constraint∫
dx ρ(x) = N , leads to
ξS = −
∫
dy ρβSN (y) ln |xβ − yβ| − (β − 1) ln |x|+ x2,
ξA = −
∫
dy ρβAN (y) ln |x2 − y2| −
(
1− 1
β
)
ln(x) +
1
β
x2,
(B.2)
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where ξ is the constant Lagrange multiplier. Deriving (B.2) with respect to x gives
0 = −βxβ−1P
∫
dy
ρβSN (y)
xβ − yβ −
β − 1
x
+ 2x,
0 = −2xP
∫
dy
ρβAN (y)
x2 − y2 −
(
1− 1
β
)
1
x
+
2
β
x,
(B.3)
where P denotes the principal value. At this point, it is convenient to rescale the variables such
that the thermodynamic limit with N large can be easily taken. This is done with the help of
x =
√
Nxˆ and ρ(x) =
√
Nρˆ(xˆ) which change (B.3) to
0 = −βxˆβ−1P
∫
dyˆ
ρˆβSN (yˆ)
xˆβ − yˆβ −
β − 1
Nxˆ
+ 2xˆ,
0 = −2xˆP
∫
dyˆ
ρˆβAN (yˆ)
xˆ2 − yˆ2 −
(
1− 1
β
)
1
Nxˆ
+
2
β
xˆ,
(B.4)
and the normalization condition to
∫
dxˆ ρˆ(xˆ) = 1. In the thermodynamic limit, the second term
in each equation of (B.4) is negligible and can be discarded. From now on the normalized level
density is easily obtained from the usual treatment and is given by
ρˆβSN (xˆ) =
2
pi
√
β − xˆ2 (β − 2)
√
β ≤ xˆ ≤
√
β,
ρˆβAN (xˆ) =
2
βpi
√
2β − xˆ2 0 ≤ xˆ ≤
√
2β.
(B.5)
Note that the small differences between the circular laws obtained here and the usual ones come
from the different normalizations used.
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